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Introduction

By Jeremy Bullmore

It’s impossible to accept that one’s grandparents were ever young. Rationally, we know they must have been, but all personal experience suggests otherwise. I’d certainly never attempt to persuade my own grandchildren that I was once a frisky teenager: they’d look at me very strangely.

In this book, a number of respected and current marketing practitioners have written excellent commentaries on selections of Stephen King’s most perceptive articles. He’s consistently described as prescient, intellectually rigorous and possessed of great clarity of thought and expression: a theoretician whose theories were all intensely practical, a giant in the world of marketing and advertising. All absolutely true. As the co-inventor of account planning as a distinct discipline, his benign influence has touched tens of thousands of people he’d never met. He was widely held in awe, no more so than in India, where they think more intelligently about advertising than just about anywhere else in the world. An invitation to hear him speak to the Delhi Advertising Club in 1992 reads in part, “… advertising has many gurus, many professors, many geniuses and many mavericks. But only one King.”

When you read his collected articles in this book, you’ll agree that every tribute has been well earned. He’s all the things they claim for him. The only thing that’s missing – and inevitably so – is more than a glimpse of the man himself. Just as we find it impossible to believe that our grandparents were ever teenagers, so the weight of Stephen’s reputation and the richness of his legacy incline us to picture some austere, aesthetic figure, permanently late middle-aged and not a lot of laughs to be around. (How else do you imagine a Visiting Professor of Marketing Communications at the Cranfield School of Management to be?)

In the pages that follow, you’ll find all the evidence you need of his professional achievements. And on page 341, there’s a curriculum vitae that charts the skeleton of his life and works. But for now, I’d like to try to fill in with a bit of frivolous but all-important detail.

Improbably, we knew each other for more than 60 years. He turned up at school about a year after I did. We were in different Houses but went to the same French classes. (When, 50 years later, we were both summoned to have dinner with David Ogilvy in Paris it was clear that we’d either learned very little or forgotten a lot.) I remember him as small and wiry: it seems he didn’t start growing till he was 15. He was good at games, was an ace squash player and dabbled (as I did) in theatricals.
Then we both, separately, did our National Service. As he left the Army, he wrote what may have been his only advertisement. It was for his 1936 Fiat – “Condition of body, shocking” – and was headlined “A RATTLING GOOD BARGAIN”. It was marked down from “Any bids over £65?” To “£5 or near offer”. I knew most of his cars after that and they were all neglected.

Then we both went to Oxford. Stephen, unlike me, lasted the full term – in his case, four years – and got a degree in Greats (philosophy and ancient history). We saw each other regularly but were never part of each other’s inner circle. He played squash and tennis for the university and continued to dabble (as I did) in theatricals. He was in an Edinburgh Festival production of Ralph Roister Doister and there are records of an OUDS touring production of Twelfth Night. Stephen played Feste but couldn’t sing the songs. Viola was played by Maggie Smith.

I joined J. Walter Thompson London in 1954. Stephen, for reasons I never fathomed, joined Mond Nickel (a business as far removed from the consumer as it’s possible to imagine) and worked in their publicity department where he came into contact with their advertising agency. They offered him a job. Prompted by this, he decided to look around – and knowing that I was having an extremely agreeable time at JWT, he got in touch. I don’t remember doing so but, according to Stephen, I fixed for him to have an interview – and in 1957, he joined. We worked together there for the next 30 years.

Stephen and JWT suited each other perfectly (it even provided him with a wife, Sally: a JWT copywriter). The agency traditionally honoured intellect (the old “University of Advertising” tag had been earned in New York before the Second World War) and had been the first agency to make serious use of consumer research through its wholly owned subsidiary The British Market Research Bureau. It was, however, in need of a new infusion. It was also fun: an irresistible combination. There was as much for Stephen to build on as there was for him to be irreverent about. He was good at irreverence.

An account director once called us all together and solemnly gave us a new Unilever brief. We were to invent new product opportunities for them. Blue-sky thinking was urged upon us: we should in no way be constrained by existing manufacturing capabilities or practical considerations of any other kind.

A ponderous person would have drafted a two-page memorandum pointing out the pointlessness of such a project. Stephen responded with an instant list of new product breakthroughs. The two I remember with the greatest affection were Spray-on Socks and Bed-Making Fluid. Nothing much was said about this project from then on – but it was to be a familiar King tactic. He could use wit and parody with telling effect.

When preparing a client presentation on the dangers of greed in brand positioning, he and I invented a brave new niche product for the dog food market. It was formulated exclusively for bitches and was called Good Girl. After three rounds of fictional but accurately simulated research, the fictional client realized that the brand had little appeal to 50% of the dog market and lost his nerve. The launch ad was amended accordingly – and the strapline now read: “Good Girl’s Good for Boy Dogs, Too!” The real client absorbed the moral with grace and gratitude.

Nothing incensed him more than marketing people who thought that marketing’s job was nothing more than somehow to get rid of stuff. He called it Thrust Marketing and invented a marketing director called Colin Thrust to personify it. For one industry presentation, Colin developed his all-purpose 10-Point Marketing Plan, which went as follows:

1. Up weight 10p-off flash packs to 80% of throughput.
2. Increase over-riders to selected major multiples and cash-and-carries.
3. Re-motivate sales force with incremental incentive-linked sales targets.
4. Initiate tailor-made in-store merchandising with dealer-loaders, individualized gondolas and shelf-wobblers.
5. Upgrade pack design, to dramatically improve visibility and shelf-appeal.
6. Widen distribution to include discount stores and garden centres.
7. Increase stock levels to create product push.
8. Implement a country-wide back-to-back coupon drop to create consumer pull.
9. Draw up a 5-year PR plan.
10. Launch a massive consumer promotion to up-rate brand awareness and share of mind.

At no point, of course, was it evident what the actual product was or what purpose it had. At no point was it even considered that product quality might usefully be examined. Half his audience went away properly mortified but a great deal wiser. The other half just took notes.

As in his 10-Point Plan, his only use of jargon was to mock it. Once, just a couple of years ago, I asked him, for a piece I was writing, to select any speech from Shakespeare and give it the treatment. He chose the Polonius speech from *Hamlet*, “Neither a borrower or a lender be…”

In overseas assignments it is essential to keep an appropriate and sustainably balanced credit/debit ratio. Unsecured loans may be irrecoverable and can endanger potentially profitable relationships, while sporadic borrowing inflows can conceal the underlying reality of cash flow projections.

Stephen’s writings share many qualities but the rarest is this: when you’ve read them, and absorbed them, you know exactly what you have to do. His familiar criticism of vacuous corporate advertising – “why are they telling me all this?” – could never be applied to his own papers: they are all intensely practical. And so was he. He may never have bothered to clean his cars, but he could re-fit the entire inside of a house on his own – and so indeed he did: woodwork, cabling, plumbing, the lot. He called his internal JWT manual *The Account Planner’s Toolkit* – and that’s exactly what it is.

Had his dress sense been as immaculate as his thinking, he’d have been intolerable.

**SOME THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW**

Stephen’s wife, Sally, has been behind this book from the beginning. She welcomed our offer to make it happen and has given the two editors, Judie Lannon and Merry Baskin, endless help in tracing papers and filling in with facts and background.

In prospect, the task seemed simple enough. In reality, the amount of work involved has been immense. Judie and Merry have undertaken it all with a dedicated commitment – fuelled by their huge enthusiasm for the project.

All of the distinguished contributors, whose words preface the King articles, have given their services for nothing: they haven’t been paid for what they’ve so thoughtfully written and they’ll benefit not at all from any royalties that may accrue. We are deeply grateful to them.

All costs incurred in preparing the book for publication have been generously absorbed by our three sponsors: APG (the Account Planning Group), JWT and WPP.
All author’s royalties from this book will go to Sally King. Stephen’s work forms a priceless legacy and it’s entirely right that Sally should inherit it.

And finally: beware, throughout this book, of the word “advertising”. Today it’s often used, very restrictively, to mean advertisements in mass media and nothing much else. Almost invariably, Stephen uses the word advertising to cover all forms of brand communication.
Stephen King had a very big idea, and that very big idea changed the way advertising agencies were structured, how they thought, and even what they produced. He changed our lives and the lives and careers of many others both in the UK and around the world where the idea of account planning has been adopted. Although Stanley Pollitt of BMP had a similar idea about the same time, Stephen did the most to codify and explain what this new discipline was and how it worked.

Like many original thinkers, he documented his ideas as they evolved in a number of articles and books published over a 30-year period – a total of about 40 or so. When he died in February 2006, there was, naturally, a flurry of talk about re-publishing his work to make it available to a wider and younger audience.

We felt we should do more to make the ideas described in his work relevant to today. After all, much has changed in the media, marketing and consumer environments over the last decade, never mind a 30-year period.

The solution was to choose a range of his articles that seemed to offer most guidance to readers today. For each, we chose an eminent practitioner to comment on what has changed in the intervening years and how the thoughts and principles apply now.

As testament to Stephen’s breadth of interest, the articles and contributions cover four separate but related areas:

1. The origins of account planning: its ideas and structure
2. The account planner’s craft skills
3. The use (and misuse) of research
4. The wider marketing world.

The hype, flimflam and promise of certainties that surround so much marketing and advertising writing are conspicuously absent in these articles. The writing is transparently honest, reflecting a great integrity; a mind searching for a way to bring order out of chaos.

The articles are not so much about what to think, but aim at teaching that most precious skill of all, how to think. The collection in this book of Stephen’s work, along with the thoughts and
ideas of today’s practitioners, represents a treasure trove of insights, principles and guides to thinking that anyone in the world of marketing communications will find immensely valuable.

These principles were uniquely valuable in a simpler age and are even more valuable and necessary now.

Judie Lannon
Merry Baskin
Many people have contributed to this book and we are heartily grateful for the time, effort, advice and encouragement we have been given. In addition to the contributors and Sally King, our thanks go to the many people who helped along the way: from WPP, Sir Martin Sorrell, Jeremy Bullmore, Marie Capes, Vanessa Bryant; from JWT, Bob Jeffrey, Claudine Heinimann, Louise Hinchliffe, David Faulkner, John Furr; from WARC, Mike Waterson, Matthew Coombs, James Aitchison; from APG, Steve Martin; from John Wiley & Sons, Claire Plimmer; and our freelance typists, Hilary Watson and Janet Barbour.
JEREMY BULLMORE
WPP
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